INDUSTRY STANDARD RESOLUTION

Adaptive's A-Series Classic is one of the industry’s clearest outdoor full color boards. Maximize message impact and attract traffic to your business. Its bold resolution is ideal for attention-grabbing messages, info and images.

SPEED READ

Classic signs are effective in speed limit ranges varying from residential to highway flow.

HIGHLY VISIBLE NEAR

- Busy intersections
- Major highways
- Rural areas

4,000 QUINTILLION COLORS

Vivid colors command attention. Images and text jump off the screen in crisp, vibrant light.

CLARITY & READABILITY

AutoShine™ and Glare-Shield™ guarantee ads display in 20/20 definition even in brightest sun.

WIDE VIEWING ANGLE

Industry-leading viewing angles ensure viewers get longer, more accurate exposure.

ALL-WEATHER popular sizes include:

- 9'x5'
- 8'x4'
- 6'x3'
- 4'x2'

Professional custom content creation is included with every A Series LED sign purchased.

- A-Series signs pass these tests: Signal Integrity, Cold Start, Thermal, Impact & Flame, Rain, Immunity, and Surge Protection
- Units operate in temps from -40° to +50°C (-40° to 122°F)
- Life tested and rated for 10+ years
- Industrial-grade LED enclosure is ultra-thin, scratch- and crack-resistant, adding significant safety and security
- Certified 100% weather proof
- 100% fully-front serviceable
- Industry-leading 5-year warranty with 2-year on-site labor
- Ooh!Media™ software makes content creation, editing and scheduling powerfully easy
- AlphaNet™ software